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The population aged 65 years and over worldwide is predicted to reach 1.6 billion by
year 2050.1 As the population ages, the rate of surgical procedures in older people is
rapidly increasing and the demand for surgical services and anesthesia is predicted
to grow.2,3 In England, 2.5 million people over the age of 75 years underwent surgery
between years 2014 and 2015, compared with just under 1.5 million between 2006 and
2007.4 Nearly 30% of these 2.5 million adults were over 85 years old. Similar trends
were found in Australia. In years 2012–2013, those aged 65 and older represented a
significant proportion of elective and emergency admissions involving surgery.5 As an
increasing number of older patients undergo surgery, anesthetists will be faced with
more frail patients in their daily work.
There is a complex interplay between aging, frailty, and anesthesia. In this review,
the importance of frailty in surgical patients and its relationship with geriatric syndromes will be considered. Secondly, how frailty impacts on a person’s response to
anesthetic agents and how anesthesia impacts on frail patient’s recovery from surgery
will be presented. Finally, principles of perioperative care for frail patients and strategies for preventing adverse outcomes post-anesthesia will be highlighted.
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Abstract: Frailty is a state of decreased physiologic reserve and resistance to stressors. Its
prevalence increases with age and is estimated to be 26% in those aged above 85 years. As
the population ages, frailty will be increasingly seen in surgical patients receiving anesthesia.
Here, we evaluate the instruments which have been developed and validated for measuring
frailty in surgical patients and summarize frailty tools used in 110 studies linking frailty status
with adverse outcomes post-surgery. Frail older people are vulnerable to geriatric syndromes,
and complications such as postoperative cognitive dysfunction and delirium are explored. This
review also considers how frailty, with its decline of organ function, affects the metabolism
of anesthetic agents and may influence the choice of anesthetic technique in an older person.
Optimal perioperative care includes the identification of frailty, a multisystem and multidisciplinary evaluation preoperatively, and discussion of treatment goals and expectations. We
conclude with an overview of the emerging evidence that Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment can improve postoperative outcomes and a discussion of the models of care that have
been developed to improve preoperative assessment and enhance the postoperative recovery
of older surgical patients.
Keywords: frail, elderly, surgery, perioperative medicine, adverse outcomes
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Frailty
Frailty is a term used by laymen and some medical staff to
describe an older person who appears weak, unsteady, and
underweight. This expression often carries a negative connotation implying some concerns about a person’s future
outlook.6 More recently, frailty has been conceptually defined
to describe a state of increased vulnerability, a syndrome of
decreased physiologic reserve and resistance to stressors.7
Frailty can lead to increased adverse outcomes, such as loss
of mobility and independence, triggered by relatively small
physical insults, such as a new medication or minor infection.6
Frailty increases with age and is prevalent in the population: 4% in the 59–65-year-olds, 9% in the 75–79-year-olds,
and 26% in the above 85-year-olds.8 A systematic review of
21 community-based cohort studies involving 61,500 older
adults found that frailty ranges between 4% and 59% with
an overall weighted prevalence of 10.7%.8
The pathogenesis of frailty is thought to involve maladaptive response to stresses in multiple physiological systems,
which leads to a loss of dynamic homeostasis.9 The pathological processes hypothesized to be responsible for the development of frailty include chronic inflammation and immune
activation, sarcopenia (loss of muscle mass and strength),
and age-related changes to the endocrine system, such as a
decrease in the sex hormones, higher levels of cortisol, and
vitamin D deficiency.10 These interact together with risk factors, such as genetic and epigenetic factors, environmental
and lifestyle stressors, acute and chronic diseases, to result
in the clinical manifestation of frailty and adverse health
outcomes.10 Frailty in older medical patients has been shown
to result in increased mortality, worsened functional status,
increased falls, hospitalization, and admission to long-term
care facilities.7,11,12 Emerging evidence in the last 5–10 years
has shown that frailty also leads to increased mortality and
morbidity in older surgical patients.13-15
Even though frailty is well-recognized, there is no consensus on how it should be measured. Abundant scales and
instruments have been researched for identifying and quantifying frailty; however, there is no standard tool for screening
frailty in routine clinical practice. To date, clinicians rely
on instinct and experience to identify frail patients. This
“eyeballing” technique can be subjective with large interobserver variability.16 Apart from eyeballing, there are two
major conceptual models of frailty which have been proposed
and from them stemmed frailty instruments.
In the “phenotype” model described by Fried et al, also
known as the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS) definition,
frailty manifests as a decline in lean body mass, strength,
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endurance, walking performance, and activity level.7 The
Fried criteria measures frailty out of five points. Frailty is
defined as the presence of three or more of the five features
of slowness, weakness, exhaustion, weight loss, and low
physical activity. Patients who have none of these five features
are non-frail, those who have one or two of these features
are deemed “pre-frail”, and those with three or more are
deemed “frail”.7
The other model developed by Rockwood et al from
the Canadian Study of Health and Aging is the “cumulative
deficit” model.17 This model conceptualizes aging as the
accumulation of deficits and views frailty as a multidimensional risk state quantified by the number of deficits rather
than by the nature of the health problems.17 While a deficit
alone does not result in an illness, for example, hearing
impairment alone, difficulty walking alone, heart disease
alone, or polypharmacy alone, an accumulation of multiple
deficits result in increasing strain on the system and lead to
increased vulnerability for system collapse or system failure.
The more deficits an individual accumulates, the more frail
the person is. Frailty is measured by totalling the number of
deficits present in an individual divided by the total number
of deficits measured, expressed as an index between 0 and
1.18 The deficits considered are from multiple domains,
including comorbidities, medications, physical and cognitive
impairments, psychosocial risk factors, and common geriatric
syndromes.18 A higher frailty index (FI) indicates a higher
degree of frailty. FI represents a continuum; however, it can
also be trichotomized to indicate low, intermediate, and high
level of frailty (FI <0.25, FI ≥0.25–0.4, FI >0.4).19

Frailty and surgery
A hospitalized older surgical patient is faced with many challenges during their journey through surgery and the recovery
period. Apart from surgery itself, fasting, opioid analgesics,
anesthetic agents, intraoperative blood loss, postoperative
pain, nausea and vomiting, the unfamiliar hospital environment, and immobility during the perioperative period can
all be triggers that lead a previously balanced but frail body
system to fail. The degree of insult needed to cause a decompensation and subsequent adverse events is inversely related
to the degree of frailty. A minor insult may be sufficient to
lead to permanent functional decline post-surgery in a very
frail patient, whereas a robust older person may need major
surgery and several postoperative complications to result in
a decline in function.
This is illustrated well in the diagram taken from Desserud et al (Figure 1).15 Individual “A” may be a fit individual
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Figure 1 Role of frailty in recovery from surgery.
Source: Copyright ©1999–2018 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Reproduced from
Desserud KF, Veen T, Soreide K. Emergency general surgery in the geriatric patient.
Br J Surg. 2016; 103(2):e52–61.15 from Desserud et al.15

who recovers quickly after a minor insult, such as appendicectomy for appendicitis, and who returns to premorbid level
of function after surgery. Individual “C” may be a functionally independent person with a moderate degree of frailty,
who suffers an intermediate insult, such as an emergency
colon cancer surgery, who becomes dependent on care for
a period of time postoperatively, who eventually returns to
independent living, however, at a reduced long-term function compared with before surgery. Individual “B” may be
an independent individual with a mild degree of frailty, who
suffers a major insult, such as strangulated small bowel or
perforated peptic ulcer with abdominal sepsis, leading to
dependence. If this individual “B” suffers a second insult,
such as postoperative pneumonia, a cardiac event, or an
anastomotic leak, further functional decline or even death
may result, and recovery to independent living and function
would be impossible.
The importance of frailty in surgical patients has gained
recognition in the last 5 years, with a rapid emergence of
publications on this topic. A search for articles on PubMed
published between the years 2013 and end of March 2018
using search terms “frailty”’ AND “surgical outcome” identified 367 titles, whereas the same search for publications
between 2006 and 2010 yielded only 74 titles, showing a
fivefold increase in publications in this field in the last 5 years.
Examining specifically literature relating frailty measured
by multicomponent methods (as opposed to single marker,
such as a blood marker or gait speed alone) to adverse postoperative outcomes, there is a surge of publications in year
2016 compared with the years before (Figure 2). In contrast,
studies on frailty intervention, although steadily increasing,
remain low in number.
In these publications, there are a plethora of instruments
which have been studied to measure frailty in surgical
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patients. In a systematic review of 23 studies examining the
relationship between frailty and surgical patients with a mean
age of 75 years and above, 21 different instruments were used
to measure frailty.20 Altogether, 110 studies between years
2007 and 2017 evaluated frailty measured using multidimensional models in relation to adverse outcome in patients of
all ages undergoing surgery, and 37 different measurement
tools were used. A table summarizing these tools and the
types of surgical patients they were applied in is included in
the Supplementary material.
Variations of the Fried Criteria or instruments based
on Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA), including the FI, were the most commonly used. Modified FI
appeared in the largest number of publications (n=35).
This was developed out of the National Surgical Quality
Improvement Program (NSQIP) database and consists
of a score derived from 11 deficits including functional
status, impaired sensorium, cardiovascular comorbidities,
COPD, and pneumonia. All these studies were retrospective
cohort studies evaluating the association between frailty
and various adverse outcomes in a variety of surgical
types. Its value in predicting adverse outcome needs to be
validated in prospective studies, before it can be used as a
screening tool. Scales based on CGA are obtainable from
patient interview as well as clinical notes without physical
performance-based measures and were used in both acute
and elective surgical cohorts. In contrast, the Fried frailty
measure required physical performance-based tests and
was used exclusively in elective surgical cohorts. Other
instruments, such as Multidimensional Frailty Score21 and
Comprehensive Assessment of Frailty22-24 combined aspects
of CGA with performance-based tests (e.g., balance assessments, chair rise, stair climb) and medical investigations
(e.g., blood test and respiratory function test). Frailty measurement tools need to be not only sensitive and specific at
detecting frailty but also time-efficient and brief in order to
be routinely applied in preoperative assessment.

Frailty and geriatric syndromes
Frailty is associated with geriatric syndromes, namely;
functional decline, mobility impairment, polypharmacy,
delirium, dementia, pressure ulcers, falls, malnutrition, and
incontinence, all of which have an impact on postoperative
recovery. A prospective cohort study found that 39% of
vascular surgical inpatients were frail and 36% had geriatric
syndromes.25 A systematic review showed that the incidence
of geriatric syndromes in older surgical patients is not well
documented, apart from postoperative delirium (POD), with
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Figure 2 Publications on frailty and surgical outcomes since year 2010.

current evidence showing the incidence of urinary incontinence to be 29%, pressure ulcer to be 3%, malnutrition to be
9–37%, depression to be 32%, and falls to be 2–6% among
older surgical population.26 Preexisting geriatric syndromes
make an individual vulnerable to post-surgical complications;
on the other hand, non-elective and major surgery increases
the likelihood of developing geriatric syndromes during
an individual’s surgical admission.27 Commonly used risk
prediction tools such as age, American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status, Revised Lee’s Cardiac Risk
Index, Charlson Comorbidity Index, and exercise tolerance
as measured by metabolic equivalent task score (METS),
while good at predicting organic specific complications,
do not take into account frailty and geriatric syndromes.28
These traditional tools are unable to measure vulnerability
and decreased reserve of an older adult, which has impact on
functional recovery, length of stay, and need for institutionalization post-surgery.28 Hence, assessment and identification
of frailty and geriatric syndromes in the preoperative setting
is important in predicting adverse outcomes in combination
with traditional risk tools.

Frailty and pharmacological
considerations for anesthesia
Frailty is the accumulation of deficits across multiple organ
systems leading to physiological decline and subsequently
alterations in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics.
These issues are further compounded by co-morbidity, organ
dysfunction, and polypharmacy. A review of the physiological
changes with aging and subsequent frailty must be considered
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by the perioperative team and care must be individualized
for the deficits of the patient.
The body composition of an elderly patient is characterized by a decrease in muscle mass, an increase in adipose
tissue, and a reduction in total body water. Subsequently,
lipophilic drugs have a larger volume of distribution with a
potentially longer duration of action,29 whereas hydrophilic
drugs will have a higher peak plasma concentration due to the
reduction in the central compartment. The decrease in muscle
mass often means that declining renal function is not reflected
precisely by the serum creatinine. Furthermore, aging reduces
renal mass, the speed of renal excretion of drugs, and patients
have increased sensitivity to drugs with potential for renal
toxicity.30 Frailty is associated with a reduction in estimated
glomerular filtration rate. In pre-dialysis patients with chronic
kidney disease, frailty conferred a negative prognostic survival factor.31 Drug metabolism is also typically altered in
the older population due to reduced hepatic blood flow and
a reduction in the activity of the cytochrome P450 system.
Consequently, drugs are less effectively cleared by Phase
I reactions, although Phase II reactions are not affected.29
Physiological changes to the cardiovascular system with
aging include progressive stiffening of both the myocardium
and the vasculature.29 Consequently, diastolic dysfunction
and hypertension are common with increasing age. Cardiac
failure is a risk factor for major adverse cardiac events in the
perioperative period and is prevalent in up to 75% of frail
patients.32 Furthermore, frailty is associated with cardiac
autonomic dysfunction,33 the impact of which can result
in blood pressure lability, particularly profound, prolonged
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hypotension in response to the administration of anesthesia,
particularly in the setting of hypovolemia which is often
encountered in the perioperative period.29,30
Postoperative pulmonary complications account for 40%
of deaths in the older population.29 Age confers a progressive loss of lung parenchyma elasticity, a reduction in functional alveolar surface area and reduced respiratory muscle
strength. These changes cause an increase in ventilation/
perfusion mismatch and increase the risk of both hypoxemia
and atelectasis. Furthermore, a reduction in airway reflexes,
particularly in the setting of residual weakness, from drugs
such as neuromuscular blocking agents, opioids, or sedatives,
may increase the risk of aspiration.29,30

Anesthesia and cognition
Of the geriatric syndromes in older surgical patients, disturbances to cognition in the perioperative period are the
most well studied. These disturbances in cognition have
been termed postoperative cognitive dysfunction (POCD)
and postoperative delirium (POD) which are important in
prognosticating an older patient’s recovery from surgery.
Frail patients are more likely to have pre-existing cognitive
impairment with reduced cognitive reserve; hence, they are
the most vulnerable to POCD and POD.
Postoperative cognitive dysfunction (POCD) broadly
refers to a deterioration in cognition temporally associated
with surgery. Particularly, POCD refers to reduction from
baseline in multiple domains of cognitive function such as
attention, concentration, working memory, executive function, processing speed, set shifting, verbal fluency, and/or
visual spatial performance. The diagnostic criteria of POCD
are currently debated and rely upon neuropsychological testing. Its prevalence is reported to be 10–30% in patients when
evaluated 1 month after cardiac surgery, and 26% at 1 month
and 10% at 3 months after non-cardiac surgery.34,35 While
POCD is a reversible condition in the majority of cases, it
persists in about 1% of cases.36 Newman et al reported that
POCD at hospital discharge was associated with an increased
risk for cognitive decline 5 years after cardiac surgery;
however, this result did not account for the cognitive decline
which occurs with the aging process.37 Two other studies have
since compared cognitive decline in patients with coronary
artery disease who underwent coronary artery bypass surgery
with those who had conservative management and found that
the former group did not suffer more cognitive decline than
the latter, after adjusting for age, sex, education, and baseline
comorbidities.38,39 Whether POCD negatively impacts on
long-term cognition is yet to be further elucidated.
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POD on the other hand has a clear clinical diagnostic
criteria and is well described to be associated with adverse
outcomes as well as future short- and long-term cognitive
decline.40 Delirium is characterized by an acute fluctuating
course of cognition and consciousness, inattention, disorganized thinking, and perceptual disturbances, not explained
by pre-existing or evolving dementia, as defined by the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(5th edition).41 Its prevalence is around 30–62% in surgical
patients,41 and incidence is around 36%.42 The pathogenesis
of POD is complicated and not completely understood. POD
has been postulated to be caused by a central cholinergic
deficit,43 which may have resulted from a combination of
anticholinergic medications used and hypoxic injury of the
brain during the perioperative period. This is compounded
by the systemic inflammation caused by surgery, releasing
pro-inflammatory cytokines IL1b and tumor necrosis factor
α, activating central nervous system microglia which further
release pro-inflammatory cytokines which in turn impair
acetylcholine synthesis.44,45 A patient with reduced cognitive reserve preoperatively would not be able to compensate
for these neurochemical changes and when the homeostasis could no longer be maintained, clinical delirium will
manifest.
POD leads to increased dependence on care, worse quality
of life, higher health care cost, and increased mortality;46,47
even 5-year mortality was reported by one study to be
increased by as much as 7.35-fold (95% CI 1.49–36.18)
after adjusting for confounders.48 Even though delirium is
not routinely viewed as a complication after surgery, its
impact at the population level is greater than the routinely
collected major postoperative complications (life threatening
or life altering events based on Accordion Severity grade 2
or greater), contributing not only to prolonged length of stay
but also to institutional discharge and 30-day readmission.49
Risk factors for POD in vascular surgical patients have been
identified to be age, history of dementia, ASA score >2, renal
failure, previous stroke, history of neurologic condition,
male gender, intraoperative blood loss, longer hospital stay,
and the need of intensive care, 50,51 while those in hip fracture cohort are polypharmacy and preoperative indwelling
catheter insertion. 52

Frailty and adverse outcomes
Frailty has long been shown in medical patients to lead to
adverse outcome. The association between frailty and adverse
outcomes in surgical patients has gained recognition only in
the last few years. A recent systematic review20 summarized
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various adverse outcomes studied in relation to frailty in
patients with a mean age of 75 years and above (Table 1).
The adverse outcomes of interest have been largely focused
on mortality and postoperative complications in the surgical literature. For example, 10 out of 10 studies evaluating
the relationship between frailty and increased 12-month
mortality found a significant relationship with frailty, with
odds ratios ranging from 1.1 to 4.97.20 Similarly, frailty was

found to be associated with shorter (30 days and 90 days) and
longer-term (2 and 5 years) mortality. This association was
found regardless of the instruments used to measure frailty
and irrespective of the type of surgery performed.
Postoperative complications evaluated in the current literature are commonly graded by the Clavien–Dindo severity
classification53 or a predefined set of conditions. Out of nine
papers evaluating frailty and postoperative complications,

Table 1 Adverse outcomes in association to frailty examined in studies including participants with a mean age of >75 years
Outcome

Number of studies

Mortality
1-year mortality
n=10
2-year mortality
n=1
5-year mortality
n=1
30-day mortality
n=6
90-day mortality
n=2
Post-operative complications
Non-routine recovery
n=10
Need for resuscitation
n=1
Delirium
n=1
MACCE
n=3
Discharge
Length of stay
n=6
Discharge to institution
n=3
Functional decline
n=1
Post-discharge
Readmission rate:
1 year
n=2
Functional decline
n=2

Quality of life:
6 months, 1 year
n=1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample

Q1 85
100
Q1 88
218
Q1 92
178
Q1 85
100
Q1 87
12979

Q1 21
275

Q1 86
244

Q1 87
12979

Q1 88
218

Q2 89
159

Q2 90
30

Q2 23
213

Q2 24
450

Q2 91
410

Q1 93
176
Q1 98
325

Q1 94
184

Q1 97
178

Q2 22
400

Q1 98
325

Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample

Q1 99
178
Q2 23
213
Q1 103
35
Q1 85
100

Q1 94
184

Q2 89
159

Q2 100
83

Q1 101
152

Q1 21
275

Q1 102
125

Q1 103
35

Q1 86
244

Q2 23
213

Q2 90
30

Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample
Quality
N sample

Q1 97
178
Q1 21
275
Q1 102
125

Q1 103
35
Q2 91
410

Q1 98
325

Q2 91
410

Q2 89
159

Q1 102
125

Quality
N sample

Q2 91
410

Q1 98
325

Quality
N sample

Q1 104
119
at 6
months
Q1 86
244

Q2 105
84
16–28
months

Quality
N sample

Note: Dark and light shades represent significant and non-significant associations, respectively.
Abbreviations: P, prospective study; R, retrospective study; Q1, quartile one quality assessment; Q2, quartile two quality assessment; MACCE, Major Cardiac and Cerebral
Adverse Events; n, number of studies.
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only five reported significant association, with odds ratios
ranging from 1.5 to 4.8.20 Other outcome measures such as
length of stay, quality of life, delirium, functional decline, and
discharge to a residential care facility have been less studied;
however, the few studies that did include these outcomes still
found significant associations between those and frailty.20
Due to the heterogeneity of the study populations, types
of surgery performed, and the methods of frailty measures,
meta-analysis for evaluating the overall effect size of frailty
on adverse outcomes has not been available in current systematic reviews. This is a gap that future studies can explore.
Furthermore, adverse outcomes which are important to older
people, such as quality of life, functional decline/increased
dependency, and delirium (which will impact on long-term
cognition post-surgery) in relation to frailty, need further
exploration and validation. Several studies also suggested
that frailty is a better predictor of mortality and morbidity
than age, ASA, or comorbidities alone. How frailty compares
with and complements traditional surgical risk assessment
tools also needs further research.

Frailty and anesthetic techniques
Whether anesthetic technique has a significant impact on
outcomes in frail surgical patients is unclear. The appropriate anesthetic technique used for the performance of surgery
that is suitable to either regional or general anesthesia (GA)
is vigorously debated. The anesthetic technique chosen for
the management of a patient will depend on both the surgical
requirements and patient comorbidities. Some patients, due
to medications, comorbidities, or preference, are not amenable to regional anesthesia. Similarly, the type of surgery or
expected duration may prevent the use, at least exclusively, of
regional anesthesia. Regional anesthesia techniques include
neuraxial blockade using either spinal or epidural anesthesia
or a combination of the two and peripheral nerve blocks. Any
of these techniques may be supplemented with a variety of
analgesic agents, sedatives, or GA.
Theoretical benefits to regional anesthesia include the
avoidance of exposure to GA and a reduction in airway and
pulmonary complications54 which frail patients are susceptible to. Neuraxial anesthesia is associated with hypotension
and potential for complications including epidural hematoma, infection, and post-dural puncture headache.55 The
patient also has to be willing to undergo regional anesthesia.
The techniques used for sedation used in conjunction with
regional anesthesia are highly variable, and its use may
ameliorate the benefits of avoidance of GA. A meta-analysis
considering the impact of anesthetic technique on postopera-
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tive cognitive dysfunction and delirium failed to demonstrate
a statistically significant difference between regional and
GA (odds ratio for POD/POCD in GA versus non-GA was
0.88, 95% CI 0.51–1.51), however, GA was marginally nonsignificantly associated with POCD (odds ratio of 1.34, 95%
CI 0.93–1.95).56 Furthermore, regional anesthesia is likely to
be beneficial for analgesia, the extent of which depends on
the type of block used, and may potentially reduce the side
effects of systemic analgesia.
Despite the increasing interest in frailty as a risk factor for
perioperative morbidity and mortality, there remains a relative paucity of well-designed and recent studies specifically
comparing different modern anesthetic techniques in the frail
population. Hip fracture remains the most well-studied topic
in the frail population, and the variation in both publications
and practice illustrates the substantial uncertainty about the
implications of the anesthetic.57,58 The National Hip Fracture Database in the United Kingdom recorded that ~50%
received general anesthetic, whereas around 44% received
spinal anesthesia.59,60 It was noted that there was a great variation between institutions, with some hospitals administering
spinal anesthetics in ~80% of cases, whereas in others, the
administration rate was as low as 10%.59,60 Rates of spinal
anesthesia for hip fracture in the United States is thought to
be approximately half of the rates observed in UK.57 Similar
variation in practice is seen in Australia and New Zealand
hip fracture surgery cases, with the rate of GA averaging
66% (Australia) and 64% (NZ), and the range being 20–97%
between different hospitals.61 The most recent Cochrane
review further supports the suitability of multiple techniques
for the management of neck of femur fracture, indicating
there is no difference in either mortality or morbidity between
regional techniques and GA.62
More recent analysis of retrospective cohort data from
the American College of Surgeons’ NSQIP database has indicated that regional anesthesia (spinal or regional blockade)
had more perioperative complications when compared with
GA.63 The regional versus GA for promoting independence
after hip fracture (REGAIN) trial is a large international,
multicenter trial which is currently in progress. Its results
expected to be released in 2019 will hopefully clarify the
impact of anesthetic technique on hip fracture patients.54 At
this point, there is neither clear evidence nor a consensus
in expert opinion. Therefore, the anesthetic management
should be carefully selected based on expertise and patient’s
preference.
Frail patients are among the most vulnerable to the
physiological changes in the perioperative period. Care-
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ful consideration of the issues associated with frailty and
the development of a frailty-specific anesthetic plan to
minimize these changes should be advocated.64 Therefore,
increased monitoring such as Bispectal Index (BIS) or intraarterial blood pressure monitoring should be considered
on an individual patient basis. The depth of anesthesia is
traditionally based on population estimates of the amount
of drug required to prevent recall and movement. Limiting
excessive exposure to anesthetic agents was hypothesized
to minimize the rates of postoperative cognitive dysfunction
and delirium. The use of processed electroencephalogram to
measure the depth of anesthesia has attempted to elucidate
the optimal dose for an individual patient. A recent review
article reported an association between increased depth of
anesthesia as indicated by a BIS of less than 45 and higher
rate of death, myocardial infarction, and postoperative
cognitive dysfunction.65 Unfortunately, the majority of
studies to date have utilized the BIS monitor to measure
the depth of anesthesia, and reached this conclusion following the post hoc analyses of studies that were intended
for other purposes, without controlling for intraoperative
hypotension. The Balanced Anesthesia Study, a prospective
randomized controlled study in progress, aims to clarify the
causative relationship of low BIS with mortality, controlling for hypotension.66 Certainly “triple low state” where
the BIS, volatile anesthetic minimum alveolar concentration equivalent, and mean arterial blood pressure are low
is known to increase the risks of postoperative mortality.67
These potentially modifiable factors should be avoided in
frail patients undergoing anesthesia.

Frailty interventions
Despite the strong evidence that frailty in surgical patients
leads to poorer postoperative outcomes, there is still a lack
of a unifying tool which is time-efficient and practical for
measuring frailty. This is a barrier for its current usage in
surgical pre-admission clinics. Detection of frailty at baseline
preoperatively could aid in identification of high-risk patients
with potential poor outcomes. Instituting supportive and
preventative measures during their hospital admission may
optimize their outcomes.
Frail elderly surgical patients would benefit from early
recognition and treatment of surgical complications, postoperative infections, monitoring of adequate hydration and
nutrition, and early mobilization and rehabilitation to prevent
deconditioning.15 Earlier recognition of complications is
likely to reduce the chance of failure to rescue patients and
improve outcomes.68 Evaluation of cognition, which is cur-
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rently not a routine practice but a part of frailty assessment,
could also lead to preventive measures to decrease the incidence of POD. Surgical patients at high risk of POD would
benefit from multidisciplinary team input, early mobilization,
sleep hygiene, avoidance of restraints, adequate nutrition,
fluids, oxygen, and adequate pain control while minimizing the use of opioids.69 Many of these strategies have been
incorporated into the optimal perioperative management of
the geriatric patient practice guidelines from the American
College of Surgeons.70
Older people presenting with hip fractures are some
of the frailest surgical patients.71 The ortho-geriatric care
model where patients are comanaged by geriatricians and
orthopedic surgeons has led to reduced mortality72 and has
now become the standard of care in most first-world countries. This shared care model involving multidisciplinary
teams throughout the perioperative period to enhance optimal timing and patient selection for surgery and improved
surveillance to enhance postoperative care has been shown
to both reduce complications and improve satisfaction with
patient care.68
Several service improvement models have also been
developed and trialed in elective surgical patients, such
as the “POPS” (Proactive care of Older People undergoing Surgery) 73 and the PSH (Perioperative Surgical
Home)74,75 with a focus on coordinated, multidisciplinary,
and patient-centered care. The latter model, however, is
led by anesthetists and has not yet incorporated geriatric
assessment. Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS)
protocols have several components addressing frailty, such
as optimization of nutrition preoperatively and early mobilization postoperatively; however, they may not address all
components of frailty such as cognitive impairment.76 In a
systematic review, preoperative CGA has also been shown
to improve postoperative outcomes such as complication
rate and length of stay.77 A recent randomized controlled
trial of elective vascular surgical patients aged 65 years or
older showed that preoperative CGA and optimization was
associated with a shorter length of hospital stay, fewer complications, and were less likely to be discharged to a higher
level of care.78 Similarly, a cluster-randomized controlled
trial of a Hospital Elder Life Program orientating communication, nutritional assistance, and early mobilization in
577 elective abdominal surgical patients showed reduced
rates of delirium and length of stay.79 Another prospective
cohort quality improvement project involving 9153 patients
showed that widespread frailty screening preoperatively
reduces mortality.64
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For elective surgical patients, prehabilitation or reversal
of frailty may make them a fitter candidate for surgery.
Studies have suggested that prehabilitation before surgery
with a multimodal program consisting of exercise training
and nutritional and psychological support may lead to better
functional capacity postoperatively than rehabilitation after
surgery.80,81 A systematic review of preoperative exercise
intervention in cancer patients showed significant improvement in the rate of incontinence, functional walking capacity, and cardiorespiratory fitness.82 A pilot study of health
coaching and wellness plans through the Community Actions
and Resources Empowering Seniors model showed that this
initiative decreases frailty status in the primary care setting.83
In a very small cohort study of frail lung cancer patients
(n=14), preoperative high-intensity training program could
reduce postoperative complications.84 In frail pretransplant
patients, prehabilitation through fitness-based interventions
with wearable fitness tracking devices can mitigate frailty and
decrease length of hospital stay and postoperative complications.85 More large-scale intervention studies on frailty in
preoperative patients are needed to confirm its effectiveness
in reducing morbidity and mortality.
Considering the usage of regional anesthesia for postoperative analgesia, thus reducing the requirement of systemic
opiates, is another way of reducing postoperative complications in frail patients. The techniques offered for analgesia
depend on whether the operation is amenable to regional
anesthesia, a lack of contraindications, and the likely duration of significant pain. The options include central neuraxial
blockade using either an epidural with a catheter or spinal
anesthesia, which is limited to a single dose, or the use of
peripheral nerve blocks performed either as a single shot or
with the insertion of a catheter and the administration of local
anesthesia by either infusion or boluses.
Epidural anesthesia is undoubtedly the most effective
form of pain relief and reduces opioid consumption.86 A
recent meta-analysis concluded that epidural in addition to
GA reduced both postoperative mortality and morbidity;
however, there were higher rates of hypotension and urinary
retention and a technical failure rate of 6.1%.87 The mean
age of the participants in the 125 trials included in this metaanalysis was not reported, and it is likely that they represent
the general population undergoing surgery, which may benefit
less from regional anesthesia than those who are frail. Epidural anesthesia is likely to reduce the incidence of paralytic
ileus in the general population following open abdominal
surgery, although the quality of evidence is considered
low.88 Patients are receiving more modern techniques such
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as minimally invasive surgery which may lessen the potential
benefits of an epidural. Practically, increasing age decreases
the volume of local anesthetic required and increases the
risk of motor blockade.89 The benefit of epidural anesthesia
needs to be balanced with its need for an indwelling urinary
catheter, intravenous access and potential hypotension and
motor blockade, therefore reducing early mobilization,
which contradicts modern ERAS protocols, may increase
rates of POD.
The use of neuraxial opioids, specifically intrathecal
morphine, in the older population may provide more effective pain relief than systemic opioids.89 However, intrathecal
morphine administration may be complicated by sedation and pruritus. Respiratory depression is one of the most
feared complications, and it may mean that patients who
develop pain after the administration of intrathecal morphine
either receive inadequate analgesia or require higher levels of
monitoring, such as in intensive care, to manage the potential
for delayed respiratory depression.
Peripheral nerve blockade involves the placement of
local anesthetic in proximity to a nerve and may be used as
an adjunct to multimodal analgesia or for anesthesia. There
are few contraindications in older patients who will likely
benefit from improved analgesia with peripheral nerve blockade and reduction in systemic opioids.89 Modern techniques
commonly use ultrasound to improve visualization and success rates. The risk of serious complications is low, although
dependent on block type and dosing of local anesthetic. A
Cochrane Database of Systematic reviews on peripheral
nerve block for hip fractures reports improved analgesia and
reduced time to mobilization; there was inadequate power
to comment on rates of acute confusional state, myocardial
infarction, and death.90

Principles of perioperative care in
frail patients
The preoperative assessment is the foundation for evaluating
a patient prior to surgery and should establish the indications
for surgery and assess the patient’s comorbidities, enabling
risk stratification. The American Geriatric Society recommends that the preoperative assessment of older patients
include a multisystem, multidisciplinary evaluation which
extends beyond the standard preoperative assessment to
include treatment goals and expectations.91 In this population,
quality of life, treatment expectations, and contemplation
of end-of-life preferences should be considered, particularly in the context of increased mortality and morbidity
and discharge to residential care in the frailer population.33
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Patients should be encouraged to bring their usual sensory
aids, such as glasses and hearing aids, to the hospital. The
preoperative clinic is a timely opportunity for optimal medical management and consideration of polypharmacy. Drugs
such as benzodiazepines, antihistamines, and tricyclic antidepressants may increase the risk of over-sedation, falls, and
orthostatic hypotension.92 The potential benefits of continuing these medications may outweigh the risks. A thorough
assessment of each patient will enable patient-focused care
for the perioperative period.
The assessment of neurocognitive status in the older
population should form an essential part of the preoperative
assessment. Identifying patients with evidence of cognitive impairment has implications for reliability of history,
decision-making capacity, and informed consent.91 Impaired
cognition may impact on the potential appropriate options
for both appropriate anesthesia and analgesia. Furthermore,
polypharmacy increases the risk of drug interactions which
can have a significant impact on postoperative recovery.
Older patients have increased sensitivity to both opioids and
anesthetic agents, and therefore careful titration is essential.29
Identifying patients with high risks for POD is integral to
good perioperative care and preventative measures, as reducing rates of POD play a major role in reducing the morbidity
and mortality of surgical patients.
Functional status is used in the cardiac risk stratification of
patients as part of both the American College of Cardiology/
American Heart Association and European guidelines.93,94
Duke’s Activity Status Index is used to estimate more formally
a patient’s functional capacity in terms of metabolic equivalents. These estimates are essential for perioperative planning
of investigations in non-emergency circumstances, if it will
impact on clinical care. However, functional status in the
elderly can be difficult to measure or estimate due to the impact
of comorbidities, disability, and frailty. Functional impairment
is associated with increased morbidity, such as surgical site
infection, delirium, and pneumonia, and increased mortality.92
Identifying frailty and geriatric syndromes is also increasingly considered as part of the preoperative assessment and
perioperative care. Knowing surgical patients’ frailty status is
highly essential in communication with patients, families, and
for obtaining informed consent. Explaining the higher risk of
postoperative complications will preempt potential adverse
outcomes and give patients and families realistic expectations after surgery. Those who are extremely frail may accept
the high risk of morbidity and mortality while undergoing
palliative surgery with the goal of improved quality of life;
however, they may wish to opt for non-operative management
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over a curative surgery, which may treat a disease but not
necessarily improve life quality after surgery. Discharge to
a residential care facility and inability to maintain independence post-surgery can be a significant and non-acceptable
adverse outcome for many older patients; in some, this may
be considered worse than death. In these patients, the decision to receive surgical treatment may change if the risk of
institutionalization is disclosed and discussed preoperatively.
Finally, for those with a high level of frailty and perioperative
risk, the option for nonoperative management of a surgical
condition should be given and its consequences explained,
with early consultation from palliative care physicians, to
enable frail patients to make informed choices about their
surgery.

Conclusion
Frailty is important to recognize in older surgical patients
and has been measured by myriads of instruments. The
two main methods of measuring frailty are the phenotypic
and the cumulative deficit model. Frailty is associated with
significant postoperative mortality and morbidity and may
affect the choice of anesthetic technique and analgesics
used perioperatively. The use of GA compared to regional
anesthesia is fiercely debated in the literature and in clinical
practice without a clear consensus. A perioperative management plan for the frail patient should address their individual
deficits, likely complications, and surgical goals. Potential
benefits of regional anesthesia for both surgery and postoperative analgesia should be considered, and the anesthetic
technique chosen must be individualized to the patient. There
is emerging evidence that CGA in the preoperative setting
can improve outcomes. Prehabilitation is a new concept
which is now increasingly used to intervene on frail patients
and optimize their physical function and psychological state
before elective surgery. Collaboration between the treating
teams and the patient is pertinent for the development of a
perioperative management plan that extends from preoperative planning, throughout the acute medical admission
through to rehabilitation and discharge planning. The time
has come for systematic implementation of frailty assessment
in older surgical patients and pathways for individualized
management, including discussion of likelihood of long-term
adverse outcomes and the option of nonoperative treatment.
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